The challenge of obtaining galaxy cluster masses is increasingly being addressed by multiwavelength measurements. As scatters in measured cluster masses are often sourced by properties of or around the clusters themselves, correlations between mass scatters are frequent and can be significant, with consequences for errors on mass estimates obtained both directly and via stacking. Using a high resolution 250h −1 M pc side N-body simulation, combined with proxies for observational cluster mass measurements, we obtain mass scatter correlations and covariances for 243 individual clusters along ∼ 96 lines of sight each, both separately and together. Many of these scatters are quite large and highly correlated. We use principal component analysis (PCA) to characterize scatter trends and variations between clusters. PCA identifies combinations of scatters, or variations more generally, which are uncorrelated or non-covariant. The PCA combination of mass measurement techniques which dominates the mass scatter is similar for many clusters, and this combination is often present in a large amount when viewing the cluster along its long axis. We also correlate cluster mass scatter, environmental and intrinsic properties, and use PCA to find shared trends between these. For example, if the average measured richness, velocity dispersion and Compton decrement mass for a cluster along many lines of sight are high relative to its true mass, in our simulation the cluster's mass measurement scatters around this average are also high, its sphericity is high, and its triaxiality is low.
INTRODUCTION
Although there is no question that galaxy clusters are the most massive virialized objects in the Universe, identifying the mass of any particular cluster remains a challenge. A cluster's mass is however one of its core properties, important for using cluster samples statistically to constrain cosmological parameters, for understanding clusters as hosts for galaxy evolution, and for studying the growth and other properties of the clusters themselves. Recent reviews include Voit (2005) ; Borgani (2008) ; Myers et al. (2009) ; Allen, Evrard & Mantz (2011) .
In simulations, the cluster mass is the sum of the masses of the simulation particles which are cluster members, for whatever cluster member (and thus mass) definition is used (comparisons of some mass definitions are found in, e.g., White (2001 White ( , 2002 ; Hu & Kravtsov (2003) ; Cuesta et al. (2008) ; Lukic et al. (2009)). From a given cosmological set of parameters, simulations predict well defined and directly measurable masses, accurate to the extent that the simulation captures the required physics and has the requisite resolution. These theoretical mass definitions cannot be directly applied to observational data, as observations instead measure properties of galaxies both within the cluster and near the cluster, or gas within and sometimes near the cluster, or the bending of space by mass in and around the cluster. These observational mass proxies are converted, via physical modeling and assumptions, to mass measurements for comparison with theory. Improvements in the noisy mappings between observationally accessible cluster properties and theoretically calculable cluster properties is much sought after by both theorists and observers. Complications for observations include projection (and more generally the lack of three dimensional information 1 ) and reliance of the mapping between mass and observational proxy upon simplifying assumptions such as hydrostatic equilibrium. The simulation based theoretical approaches, for their part, find it challenging to capture the directly observable baryonic physics, including galaxy properties. In order to alleviate systematics and reduce errors in observationally obtained cluster masses, it is becoming common to combine measurements from different (often multiwavelength) observational techniques. The advantages of complementary information and crosschecks are unfortunately mitigated by the fact that scatters from different observational methods are often correlated. Essentially, as physical properties of the clusters themselves and their environments are often the causes of mass measurement scatters, more than one measurement technique can be affected. It is important include these correlations in order to properly estimate the errors in mass measurements of any individual cluster and to avoid a bias when stacking clusters on one property and measuring another. (For discussion see Rykoff et al. (2008) ; ; Stanek et al. (2010) ; White, Cohn & Smit (2010) , additional simulated examples of correlated scatters using different observational methods include Meneghetti et al. (2010) ; Rasia et al. (2012) ; analyses are beginning to include these, e.g. Rozo et al. (2009) ; Mantz et al. (2010) ; Benson et al. (2011) .). A recent application to an observational cluster sample, resolving some questions raised by earlier analyses is found in Angulo et al. (2012) .)
Here we consider multiwavelength mass measurements for clusters "observed" in a cosmological dark matter simulation. Our primary focus is on mass scatters for individual clusters viewed along several different lines of sight. We measure and characterize the multiwavelength correlations and covariances, and study their relation to other cluster properties using both correlations and PCA, principal component analysis. This extends recent work using PCA to compare relationships between cluster (Skibba & Maccio 2011; Jeeson-Daniel et al. 2011) properties such as concentration, mass and ellipticity in simulations, and some supercluster counterparts, Einasto et al. (2011 Einasto et al. ( , 2012 , in observations.
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The mass observables we simulate are red galaxy richstarting with Abell (1958) and continuing with, for example, Dalton et al. (1992) ; Lumsden et al. (1992) ; van Haarlem et al. (1997) ; White et al. (1999) ; Cohn, Evrard, White et al. (2007) ; ; Rozo et al. (2011); Biesiadzinski et al. (2012) , for cluster weak lensing (e.g., Reblinsky & Bartelmann (1999) ; Metzler, White & Loken (2001) Becker & Kravtsov (2011); Hoekstra et al. (2011) ), for cluster Sunyaev-Zel'dovich (Sunyaev & Zel'dovich 1972 , 1980 (SZ) flux measurements, (e.g., White, Hernquist & Springel (2002) ; Holder, McCarthy & Babul (2007) ; Hallman et al. (2007) ; Shaw, Holder & Bode (2008) ; Angulo et al. (2012) ) and for cluster velocity dispersions (e.g., Cen (1997) ; Tormen (1997) ; Kasun & Evrard (2005) ; Biviano et al. (2006) ; White, Cohn & Smit (2010) ; Saro et al. (2012) ). 2 Comparing cluster mass scatters to physical cluster properties has a long history, recent studies include Yang, Bhattacharya & Ricker (2010) ; Becker & Kravtsov (2011) ; Battaglia, Bond, Pfrommer & Sievers (2011); Bahe, McCarthy & King (2012) , as well as papers mentioned above.
ness, phase space richness, velocity dispersions, SunyaevZel'dovich decrement and weak lensing ζ statistic (Fahlman et al. 1994; Kaiser 1995) 
. The mock simulation measurements, their scatters, and general information about PCA are in §2. (Much of §2 summarizes work on the same simulation detailed in White, Cohn & Smit (2010) (hereafter WCS), and further studied in Noh & Cohn (2011) and Cohn (2011) .) In §3, mass scatters for each cluster, along ∼ 96 lines of sight, are correlated, and their covariances are analyzed via PCA. Distributions of the scatter properties are considered, and, cluster by cluster, the PCA direction of largest scatters is compared to special physical cluster directions. In §4 cluster properties, including the individual cluster mass scatter distributions, and environmental and intrinsic properties, are intercompared using correlations and PCA. In §5 PCA is instead applied to mass scatter for the whole sample of clusters at once, to analyze scatter including both line of sight and cluster-to-cluster variation, with some discussion of possible extensions to observations. §6 discusses outliers and §7 summarizes. While we were preparing this work for publication, Angulo et al. (2012) appeared. They consider correlated mass scatter in multiwavelength measurements, in a 4.1 Gpc side simulation which also includes X-ray.
SIMULATIONS AND METHODS

N-body data
Our simulation data are the outputs of an N-body simulation of M. White, described in detail in WCS. His TreePM (White 2002) code was run with 2048 3 particles in a periodic box with side length 250 h −1 M pc. The 45 outputs are equally spaced in ln(a) from z = 10 to z = 0. Cosmological parameters were taken to be (h, n, Ωm, σ8) = (0.7, 0.95, 0.274, 0.8) , consistent with a large number of cosmological observations. We focus here on mock observations at z = 0.1, where our methods have been most closely tuned to and tested with observational data, as reported in WCS. Halos are found via Friends of Friends (FoF) (Davis et al. 1985) , with linking length b = 0.168 times the mean interparticle spacing (connecting regions with density at least roughly 100 times the mean background density). Clusters are halos with FoF masses M ≥ 10 14 h −1 M⊙ (M hereon will mean this b = 0.168 FoF mass, we will also write this as Mtrue when comparing to estimates). There are 243 clusters in the box. Note that because we have a periodic box we do not need to worry about clusters located near the edge, similarly, because we are using FoF as a halo finder, every particle is uniquely assigned to a single halo.
Galaxies are taken to be resolved subhalos, which are found via Fof6d (Diemand, Kuhlen & Madau 2006) , with the implementation as described in the appendix of WCS. Subhalos are tracked (see Wetzel, Cohn & White (2009) ; Wetzel & White (2010) for particular details) from their infall into their host halos in order to assign luminosities via subhalo abundance matching (Conroy, Wechsler & Kravtsov 2006) . The resulting galaxy catalogue minimum luminosity at z = 0.1 is 0.2L * (again see WCS for more discussion and validation tests of the catalogue galaxy properties with observations).
Cluster mass measurements and scatters
We consider five cluster mass measurement methods with this simulation (see WCS for specifics):
• N red : Richness using the Koester et al. (2007) MaxBCG algorithm based upon colors. Galaxy colors are assigned using the algorithm of Skibba & Sheth (2009) with evolution of Conroy, Gunn & White (2009) ; Conroy, White, & Gunn (2010) ; . Galaxies are taken to be "red" if they have g − r within 0.05 of the peak of the red galaxy g −r distribution specified by Skibba & Sheth (2009) for their observed Mr, again see WCS for more detail.
• N ph : Richness based upon spectroscopy, with cluster membership assigned via the criteria of Yang, Mo & van den Bosch (2007) .
• SZ: SZ flux (Compton decrement) is assigned to every particle by giving it a temperature based upon the mass of its halo. For every cluster, its measured SZ flux is then the flux within an annulus of radius r 180b (the radius within which the average mass is greater than or equal to 180 times background density), through the length of the box, apodized at the edges. This was shown in e.g. White, Hernquist & Springel (2002) to well approximate hydrodynamic simulation results for SZ at the scales appropriate for two cluster surveys mentioned earlier, SPT and ACT.
• Vel: Velocity dispersions calculated via the method detailed in WCS, and based on den Hartog & Katgert (1996) ; Biviano et al. (2006); Wojtak et al. (2007) . Phase space information is used to reject outliers and the mass estimate includes the harmonic radius (calculated as part of the outlier rejection, more details and definitions in WCS).
• WL: Weak lensing using a singular isothermal sphere (SIS) or NFW model to assume a cluster lens profile and then fitting the projected mass, using the ζ statistic (Fahlman et al. 1994; Kaiser 1995) , in a cylinder with radius r 180b and (apodized) length of the box (again WCS describes fitting models, etc.).
The red galaxy richness, phase space richness and velocity dispersions measured in our simulations are expected to include the majority of systematics that are present in real observations. The weak lensing and Compton decrement (SZ) observations however do not include all known systematics, such as miscentering, shape measurement and source redshift errors for lensing, and foreground and point source removal for Compton decrement. The relatively small box size (250 h −1 M pc on a side) also means that line of sight scatter is underestimated (e.g., White, Hernquist & Springel (2002); Hallman et al. (2007); Holder, McCarthy & Babul (2007) Hoekstra et al. (2011) for lensing).
We extend the cluster sample used in WCS to a lower mass range , M ≥ 10 14 h −1 M⊙, as in Noh & Cohn (2011); Cohn (2011) . The five observables listed above are found along 96 lines of sight for each cluster, each time placing the cluster at the center of the periodic box. Just as in WCS, lines of sight for clusters are removed for all measurement methods when a more massive cluster has its center within r 180b along the line of sight (this removes ∼ 400 of the original ∼23000 lines of sight). In addition, to allow fair intercomparisons, only lines of sight which have reliable mass measurements for all methods are included; the ∼ 90 lines of sight with fewer than 8 galaxies making the cut for a velocity dispersion estimate, or either richness < 1.1 are also removed. These cuts will have some effect on the scatters we consider but would be expected to be identifiable observationally.
We take the logarithm of these observables and that of the true mass M to find the mean relations for all clusters with M ≥ 10 14 h −1 M⊙. We find relations for bins of M vs. observables, because of the large scatter at low mass. The fits are done by throwing out 3 σ outliers for three iterations. This gives us our map between the observables and mass estimates MN red , MN ph , MSZ, M Vel , MWL.
The distribution of the fractional mass scatters, (Mest − Mtrue)/Mtrue, for the five mass measurement methods along ∼ 96 lines of sight for each of the 243 clusters, is shown in Fig. 1 . The scatters range from ∼ 0.2-0.5, with the smallest mass scatters associated with Compton decrement 8 and N ph . Note that this work follows a theoretical approach where all the mass measurements are related to the known true mass, a quantity inaccessible in observations. In particular, the sample is cut on the unobservable value of Mtrue and the distributions we consider are Mest(Mtrue), not vice versa.
9 For an observational sample based upon some measurement Mest, such as richness mass or weak lensing mass, often the quantity of interest is the scatter in P (Mtrue|Mest) (see also extended comments in §5). 
Filaments and Galaxy Subgroups
In section §4, cluster filament properties calculated in Noh & Cohn (2011) and cluster galaxy subgroup properties 8 Recall the caveats for both SZ and weak lensing measurements mentioned earlier, however. 9 We thank E. Rozo for extremely helpful discussions on this. 10 For example, the richness mass scatter in Fig. 1 , looks essentially Gaussian, unlike the double peaked distribution found and studied in e.g. Cohn, Evrard, White et al. (2007) ; Erickson, Cunha & Evrard (2011) . If looking at P (Mtrue|Mest), one will find clusters which are "blends", i.e. several halos which contribute to one apparent halo, often with a higher Mest than any of the contributing halos. These blends (see also e.g. Gerke et al. (2005) for discussion) are the source of the bimodal mass distribution reported and used in these other papers. 2. An approximately 0.2-0.5 standard deviation is found. The (for the most part difficult to distinguish) dashed line is a least squares Gaussian fit, giving σ fit , which is much smaller than the standard deviation for SZ. The WL and SZ mass scatter is expected to be strongly underestimated compared to true observations, as the 250 Mpc/h box size is too small to include all contributions to mass scatter along the line of sight to the observer, and in these two cases several known systematics are not included as well. See text for more information. calculated in Cohn (2011) for this simulation are used. Detailed background can be found in those two papers, but we briefly summarize some key aspects here.
Filaments are found in Noh & Cohn (2011) using a modification of the dark matter halo based filament finder of Zhang et al. (2009) .
11 This filament finder searches for bridges 10 h −1 M pc or smaller between halos above 3 × 11 Although the cosmic web was noted years ago (Zel'dovich, Einasto & Shandarin 1982; Shandarin & Zel'dovich 1983; Einasto et al. 1984; Bond, Kofman & Pogosyan 1996) , no unique filament finder exists. A variety of finders are in use, based on a wide range of dark matter, halo and/or galaxy properties, including for example Barrow, Bhavsar & Sonoda (1985) ; Mecke, Buchert & Wagner (1994 
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10 h −1 M⊙, starting with the most massive halos as potential bridge endpoints. Some clusters (16/243) end up within filaments because of the finder, such as less massive clusters located between two close (< 10h −1 M pc) massive clusters and clusters closer than 3h −1 M pc to a larger cluster. The rest of the clusters each lie at the center of a filament map extending out to 10 h −1 M pc. We found that filaments, halo mass (halos with mass ≥ 3 × 10 10 h −1 M⊙) and galaxy richness all tended to lie in a planar region around each cluster. We characterized these regions by taking a fiducial 3 h −1 M pc high disk centered on the cluster which extends out to the edge of the radius 10 h −1 M pc sphere. We use the planes related to halo and filament mass below. For halo mass, we randomly sampled 10,000 orientations to maximize the halo mass fraction in the plane (relative to the halo mass in the 10 h −1 M pc sphere). For filaments, we considered planes spanned by the cluster and pairs of filament endpoints, and then took the plane which enclosed the most filament mass. This plane was not found for clusters lying within filaments. See Noh & Cohn (2011) for more details. We consider four quantities from this analysis below: fM hplane (halo mass fraction in plane relative to that in 10 h −1 M⊙ sphere), fM f plane (cluster filament mass fraction in plane relative to sphere), and the respective plane normal directionsnmass,n fil .
Galaxy subgroups were characterized in Cohn (2011) for this simulation. These are groups of galaxies that fell into a cluster as part of a shared halo at an earlier time. Within the clusters, they share some coherence in space and time which can remain for several Gyr. We will use for each cluster its largest (richest) galaxy subgroup, in particular its fractional richness relative to that of the cluster, fR sub , its displacement relative to the cluster center, divided by the cluster long axis fD Sub , and the directions of its position and average velocity relative to the cluster center,r sub ,v sub .
Principal Component Analysis
For context and background, we summarize PCA and our notation here (see, e.g. Jolliffe (2002) for extensive discussion). PCA can be used when there are several correlated or covariant quantities. It is essentially a rotation of axes to find linearly independent bases (i.e. quantities which are not covariant or correlated), and is based on a model where some underlying average linear relation is present. We will apply PCA in a few different contexts.
Our starting application will be for individual clusters. For each individual cluster and line of sight, we have several different methods to estimate the true cluster mass. Each line of sight can thus be associated with five numbers, where each number is the mass measured in one method. These numbers can then be thought of as coordinates in some five dimensional abstract space, with each axis in this space corresponding to a different measurement method. All of the different lines of sight considered together then give a cloud of points in this space of measurement methods. PCA gives the properties of the "shape" of the mass scatters in this space, around their average values for the combined observations, for each cluster. We will consider these shapes and how they relate to other cluster properties. In addition, correspondences can be found between large mass scatters and physical properties or directions of the cluster. The PCA direction with smallest mass scatter is useful as well. Taking the ensemble of clusters, groups of properties which change together can be inferred by using PCA on the full set of correlations (this latter approach was pioneered by Jeeson-Daniel et al. (2011); Skibba & Maccio (2011); Einasto et al. (2011) ).
There are other uses of PCA, and caveats as well. PCA is often used to find the minimum set of variables needed to describe a system to some accuracy, for instance the dominant contributing basis vectors composing a galaxy spectrum. As far as caveats go, one concern is that if correlated variables are not scattered around a linear relation, a simple rotation of basis using PCA will not usefully separate them. For this reason, sometimes other functions are used besides the variables themselves, e.g. logarithms, when it is suspected that variables might be related by power laws.
For illustration, we take a set hypothetical measurements for two methods, as shown in Fig. 2 . Each pair of measurements, by the two methods, is a position, i.e. a dot, in this plane labeled by two coordinates. We take one coordinate to be the shifted mass using red galaxy richness, M Diagonalizing the covariance matrix for (MN red , MWL), i.e. found by summing over all α, produces orthonormal eigenvectorsP Ci (principal components) with eigenvalues λi. The eigenvectors are illustrated in Fig. 2 and are the axes of a new coordinate system in the space of measurement methods in which the measurements have zero covariance. TheP Ci can be expressed in terms of the original basis directions,P
which identifies the mass scatters contributing most to eacĥ P Ci. For example, if β red, 0 is large, then most of the scatter in the direction ofP C0 also lies in the direction ofê red . One also sees how different scatters are related. In this simple example the biggest scatters come from increases or decreases in both M red , MWL simultaneously. This implies, in this case, thatP C0 might be related to an average overall mass shift, amongst methods, as well. Note that the overall signs for theP Ci are arbitrary. A point (or vector from origin, labeled by α) in the original space can then be rewritten in the basis spanned bŷ P C0,P C1:
For example, the point marked by a star in Fig. 2 has coordinates M ⋆ = 10 14ê red + 10 is M ⋆ = 10 14ê red + 10 14ê WL = √ 2 × 10 14P C 0 + 0P C 1 . The generalization to more measurement methods and thus a higher dimensional space is immediate. Amongst the orthonormalP C i , we chooseP C 0 to be along the direction of largest scatter (i.e. to correspond to the largest variance, λ 0 ),P C 1 to be along the direction of second largest variance, etc., as described in the text.
That is, (M
The variances in each of the new directions, associated with the coefficients a α i , are the eigenvalues of the principal components. Thus, λ0 is the eigenvalue associated witĥ P C0, etc. For all PCA eigensystems we consider here, we will order i < j if λi > λj and define λ = i λi and λ = i λi. Generally, if there are N method measurement methods, there are N methodP Ci, spanning an N method dimensional space. In Fig. 2 , N method =2; when we consider the five different mass measurement methods below, for example, N method = 5. For PCA applied to different cluster properties, in §4.3 below, we have N method = 24. We will apply PCA to covariance and correlation matrices, using the Pearson covariance Cov(xy) =
wherex is the average of the Nα points xα, etc., and Cov(x, y)/ Cov(x, x)Cov(y, y) its associated correlation, for Nα measurements.
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The sum of the λi, λ, is the sum of the variances of the measurement methods, their product, λ, is related to the "volume" in this space of scatters, i.e. how the measurements are spread out in the space of measurement methods (specifically, for the example in Fig. 2 , √ λ0λ1 is proportional 12 For the cluster mass scatters, as this covariance can be affected by outliers, we experimented with several outlier rejection schemes. As the resulting values were somewhat similar, and our analysis is in part just to provide an example, we use the untrimmmed Pearson covariances and correlations hereon. We also considered for some properties (as did some of the earlier cluster PCA work) the Spearman correlation. The Spearman correlation coefficient uses the ranking of the measurements rather than the raw measurements themselves. Trends were similar to the Pearson covariances and correlations.
to the area of the ellipse). A small eigenvalue λi means that the scatter in the correspondingP Ci direction is small, i.e. that the volume of scatters is roughly confined to a lower dimension. In particular, if most of the scatter is due to λ0, then there is a close to linear relation present. Such lower dimensionality was used in Einasto et al. (2011) to come up with scaling relations for superclusters. For PCA of correlations, a large λ0 occurs if the initial measurements via different methods have strong correlations; for covariances, a large λ0 can also occur if an individual measurement method has large scatter. Measurement methods M α obs,j (in the example MN red , MWL) with the largest correlation or covariance with a α i (their projection onP Ci) can be thought of as those dominating the scatter in the direction ofP Ci. This covariance or correlation is not unrelated to the measurement method's contribution toP Ci, (β obs,j,i in Eq. 1). The covariance or correlation is largest when β obs,j,i is large, and when the eigenvalue λi is large relative to the other β obs,j 's and λi. (For PCA on correlations in particular, M obs,j ai / M obs,j M obs,j aiai ∼ β obs,j,i λi/ λi k λ k β 2 obs,j,k ; if λ0, β obsj,0 are large and a0 is considered then this approaches 1.)
To summarize, PCA is a method taking a set of measurements via different methods which are correlated and separating them into uncorrelated combinations. In particular, if one denotes each set of measurements as a position in some space, along axes corresponding to each type of measurement method, then PCA is a rotation of coordinates in this space. The volume and shape traced out by the points representing the measurements are related to the PC eigenvectors and eigenvalues, and the direction in the space corresponding to the largest PC eigenvector is the combination of measurement methods with the largest scatter in its distribution.
VARIATIONS FOR A SINGLE CLUSTER DUE TO LINE OF SIGHT EFFECTS
As mentioned in the introduction, many of the mass measurement method scatters in Fig. 1 are comparable in size because they are due to similar properties of the cluster or its environment. Correlations between the scatters are thus expected, and as noted above, these correlations and their consequences become increasingly important as multiwavelength studies become more common. We first consider each cluster and its line of sight mass scatters separately. In this way, the "true" object and its true mass remained fixed; all variations in scatters are due to changes in line of sight. Several examples of correlations for these scatters were already noted and illustrated in WCS 13 , and correlations with various physical properties (discussed below) were further studied in Noh & Cohn (2011); Cohn (2011) . Here we statistically describe these correlations and covariances. We characterize cluster to cluster trends and variations in line of sight mass scatters and predicted masses, and then apply PCA to these scatters. 
Correlated mass scatters for different cluster observables
To give an idea of the correlations and covariances for our five different mass measurement methods, we start with an example: the 10 pairs of mass measurements for a single cluster (M = 4.8 × 10 14 h −1 M⊙) shown in Fig. 3 . Each panel shows a different pair of mass estimates along all lines of sight (i.e. Nα = 95), and correlations and covariances are listed at the top of each. We use Mest/Mtrue − 1 to focus on fractional mass scatter. As can be seen, many of the correlations are large.
For all 243 clusters, the correlations for the same pairs of mass measurement methods are compiled in Fig. 4 , with medians and averages given in Table 1 . Strong correlations are frequent. For each cluster, at least one pair of mass measurement methods has correlation > 0.4, and the largest pair correlation is often larger, ∼ 0.7. Within our cluster sample, the mass scatters for (MN red , MN ph ) are most often the highest correlated pair. The other measurement method pairs which frequently have the highest correlation (but not as often as (MN red , MN ph )) are (MN red , MSZ), (MN red , MWL), (MN ph , MSZ) and (MN ph , MWL). The pair with the minimum correlation is most frequently (M Vel , MWL) (closely followed by (M Vel , MSZ), and (M Vel , MN ph )).
For our PCA analysis below, we will use covariances instead, shown in Fig. 5 , with medians and averages given in Table 1 . These are more relevant for understanding the actual mass scatters and how they change together, rather than, for example, how much a relatively large MSZ mass scatter corresponds to a relatively large MN red mass scatter. As the fractional mass fluctuations (the σ values in Fig. 1 
The solid line is the distribution of cluster mass scatter correlations, for all clusters individually, for the same pairs as in tend to be about 0.3, the covariance sizes should be compared to ∼0.09. The largest covariances are between (MN red , MWL and M Vel ). Each cluster has at least one covariance ≥ 0.01. In contrast, the minimum covariance between measurement methods tends to be between the pair (MN ph , MSZ). Table 1 . Note that the x-axis, the range of covariances, has a scale which varies with types of mass measurement method pairs.
Some of these correlation and covariance trends are understandable (larger covariances tend to go with quantities with larger scatter more generally and vice versa), but others rely upon the interplay between different measurement methods and the causes of the scatter. The relative importance of different contributions to these were not a priori obvious to us, although reasons could be found for trends. For instance, the two richnesses often are the most correlated mass measurement pair. This is perhaps because both use the same objects (galaxy counts), so that an enhancement or decrement of MN ph (galaxies making the spectroscopic cut) might be more likely accompanied by a similar change in MN red (galaxies making the red sequence cut), than by changes in the mass measurements by other methods. Other mass measurement methods are correlated with richness less directly (for MSZ and MWL the measurements and thus presumably the scatter are more directly tied to the dark matter distribution rather than the biased galaxies; M Vel just seems to be weakly correlated with most things). In section §3.3 we compare the PCA results (scatters which when this scatter is included the majority of the covariances will not change (except possibly the one between weak lensing and SZ, as they can possibly have correlated changes in their scatter due to structure outside the box). However, the correlations will change as they are divided by the correlations of SZ with itself or weak lensing with itself. occur together) with physical cluster directions to get some idea of which properties might be driving covariant mass measurement method scatters.
PCA for individual clusters
We now apply PCA to the covariances for M obs /Mtrue for each individual cluster, to get a new basis,
The subtracted offset As in section §2.4, and by the definition in Eq. 3, M obs refers to mass measurements which have zero average when summed over the sample of interest. Any vector in this space can of course be written in terms of the orthonormal basiŝ P Ci,M ; what is special for M obs is that the variances of the a α i are equal to λi for gaussian scatter. Because there are five mass scatters, there are five PC vectorsP Ci,M per cluster, with eigenvalues λi,M , again ordered λ0,M > λ1,M > λ2,M and so on. We use the subscript M to distinguish these PC vectors from others which will be considered in section 5, and take M obs,i , with i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, to correspond to (MN red , MN ph , MSZ, M Vel , MWL) and similarly forê obs,i . We also have, as in Eq. 1,
β obs,j,iêobs,j .
We first consider the PC eigenvalues, the λi,M . There are some trends: the fractional scatter in the largest direction (
7, but can vary from 0.4 to ∼ 1, as shown in Fig. 6 . The relatively large contribution from λ0,M means that the variance is strongly dominated by the single combination of mass scatters in the direction ofP C0,M . As seen in Fig. 6 , bottom, λ0,M , λ1,M , λ2,M together comprise almost all the variance for most clusters. The presence of some mass measurement methods with small scatter suggests that there are some directions of the combined measurement methods which would also have small scatter and thus small λi,M , and this is seen in the much smaller values of λ4,M and sometimes λ3,M . The distribution of covariance matrices shown in Fig. 5 determine the λi,M when combined with the relation of the covariances to each other, cluster by cluster. The combination of measurement methods inP C4,M which has the smallest variance, λ4,M in our case, is also interesting, we return to this in §5. The sum and product of the λi,M for all clusters are shown on a logarithmic plot in Fig. 7 . The sum of scatters can vary by a factor of ∼ 30 from cluster to cluster, and tends to be dominated by λ0,M , while the product of the λi,M can be made very small (its size varies by over 10 7 ) if some directions, especiallyP C4,M , have very little scatter. In §4 below, these scalar properties of the cluster mass scatter will be compared to physical cluster properties such as triaxiality and mass.
Turning to the PC vectors, many clusters have similar P C0,M (i.e. the combination of mass scatters that dominates is similar for many of the clusters). To quantify this more generally, we tookP Ci,M,minsq as the direction which minimizes (P Ci,M ·P Ci,M,minsq ) 2 for the full ensemble of 243 clusters (P C0,M,minsq is shown in the first line of Table  2 ). Fewer than 20 percent of the clusters have theirP C0,M pointing more than 45
• away fromP C0,M,minsq ; about 25 percent have theirP C1,M pointing more than 45
• away from P C1,M,minsq. We found that for almost all the clusters the projection uponP C1,M,minsq is close in size to the projection onP C0,M,minsq , (i.e. 0.62 correlation). Continuing tô P C4,M , the direction of least scatter, ∼ 70 percent of the clusters are within 45
• ofP C4,M,minsq given in Table 2 . This minimum scatter direction is (not surprisingly) dominated by theêN ph ,êSZ directions, since these are the mass measurement methods with the smallest scatter in our sample.
15 The similar forms of theP Ci suggest that the mass scatter combinations they correspond to might have similar physical origins. For 75 percent of the clusters, the coefficients ofP C0,M are also all the same sign, that is that the dominant combination of scatter also has all the scatters increasing together relative to their average values, but 16/243 have large (< −0.1) opposite sign coefficients for some mass measurement methods. As a large fraction of the variance is captured byP C0,M , as seen in the large values of λ0,M / λ, the coefficient ofP C0,M for the any given line of sight is indicative of the size of scatter from the average along that line of sight. The correlations of the five mass measurement methods M obs,i with theP Cj coefficients a α j , for all clusters, are shown in Fig. 8 . For the ensemble of cluster measurements, the largest correlation with a α 0 , i.e. with the coefficient ofP C0,M , is for velocity dispersions (in part because most of the scatter is due to velocity dispersions). Correlations of a α 0 with the other mass measurement methods are relatively smaller, and of similar size to each other. Taking instead the fraction of the mass scatter vector due tô P C0, i.e., a α 0 / i (a α i ) 2 , the correlations are weaker. In addition, weaker correlations arise with the coefficients of P C1,M , and for the direction with the smallest direction of scatter,P C4,M , only MN ph has a noticeable correlation on average.
The direction ofP C0,M can also be compared to that of Mave/Mtrue: the average inner product ∼ 0.7, but the peak rectly to observations, most importantly because they are based on scatter in P (Mest|Mtrue) and not vice versa. Table 2 . A comparison between different characteristic directions in the space of mass scatters, (ê N red ,ê N ph ,ê SZ ,ê vel , e WL ). The direction which minimizes the dot product squared withP C i,M of all 243 clusters isP C i,M,minsq .P C i,M,total are the vectors found by PCA analysis of all observed cluster masses (normalized by Mtrue) and all lines of sight, jointly, discussed in §5;P C i,M,total,massive restricts to the 70 clusters with M ≥ 2 × 10 14 h −1 M ⊙ . These vectors are derived from our estimates of Mest(Mtrue), which as mentioned earlier, neglects some systematics for WL and SZ and relies upon our simulation calibrated mass definitions in terms of observables. seems to lie in theP C1,M ,P C2,M plane). That is, the direction of largest mass measured is close to that of largest scatter; presumably this is because this direction has large scatters generally.
We now compare the above quantities to line of sight dependent cluster properties. We will follow this in section §4 with properties depending on the entire cluster rather than a given line of sight.
Relation to cluster line of sight properties
To get more understanding of the PCA decomposition, we compare values of PC quantities along lines of sight to clus-ter properties along those lines of sight. The PCA line of sight dependent properties we consider are the coefficients a α i of theP Ci,M , a α i / j (a α j ) 2 (the fraction of scatter in differentP Ci directions, i and j each run from 0 to 4), and the total scatter for a given line of sight ( i (a α i ) 2 /λi,M ). We correlate these with the angle θ obs between the line of sight and six specific physical cluster directions, listed below.
Previously, for this simulated data set, increased mass scatter was found by observing along certain physical cluster directions by WCS; Noh & Cohn (2011); Cohn (2011) . Our extension using PCA includes six physical directions: the long axisl of the cluster, calculated using the dark matter particles in the simulation with a FoF finder as mentioned above, the plane normal containing the most halo massnmass, or connected filament massn fil centered on the cluster (see §2.3 and Noh & Cohn (2011) for more details), the direction of the largest subgroup of galaxiesr sub which originated from the same infall host halo (see §2.3), and the velocity directionv sub of this largest subgroup.
16 Many of these special cluster directions are similar to each other, e.g. Kasun & Evrard (2005 Fig. 9 . The medians and the averages of these correlation coefficient distributions are shown in Table 3 . The largest average correlations of angles with the physical cluster axes are withP C0,M , the direction of the combination of mass scatters that dominates the scatter. The average correlations withP C1,M are slightly smaller, for the rest of theP Ci,M the average correlations tend to zero (as can be seen, the individual clusters can have larger correlations). ForP C0,M , the largest correlation is with the direction of the cluster long axisl. The next largest signals are with the direction of the mass plane normalnmass, filament plane normaln fil , and the direction of the largest substructurer sub . The velocity of the largest substructurev sub and the direction of the most massive filamentr fil are more weakly correlated. That is, scatter dominated by the mass scatter combination inP C0,M tends to occur more often when the direction of observation is more aligned with the long axis of the cluster. (As the other cluster directions are not linearly independent, strong correlations with them are possible and seen as well.) As most of the scatter occurs alongP C0,M andP C1,M , both of which are most correlated with looking along the long axis, it suggests that most of the scatter is due to looking along the long axisl.
The correlation with a α 0 , the full contribution from P C0,M , rather than the fractional contribution above, was much weaker.
One other line of sight quantity, i (a α i ) 2 /λi,M (the weighted scatter of M α obs ), also tends to have correlations 16 We also measured correlations with another direction dependent quantity, the amount of substructure found via the DresslerSchectman (Dressler & Shectman 1988 ) test, as described in White, Cohn & Smit (2010) ; Cohn (2011) ; however, the correlations withP C 0,M were much weaker with this directional dependent quantity than with the ones reported here. 1 Figure 9 . Correlations between the fraction of the line of sight mass scatter in theP C 0,M direction and | cos θ obs |. The cluster physical directions arel, the long axis of the cluster,nmass, the direction perpendicular to the mass disk with radius 10 h −1 M pc and width 3 h −1 M pc centered on the cluster, containing the majority of the mass in halos,n fil , similar tonmass in shape and volume, but oriented to contain the majority of the filamentary mass ending on the cluster,r fil , the direction to the most massive halo filament surrounding the cluster, andv sub ,r sub , the relative velocity and direction of the largest galaxy subgroup in the cluster. See text and §2.3 for more detailed definitions. Only the 227 clusters which are filament endpoints are included in the comparisons concerning filament planes. Vertical dotted lines denote medians, and the averages and medians are shown in Table 3 . The largest contributions toP C 0 , for most clusters, seem to come when observing along the long axis of the cluster, but there is a wide scatter. The correlations with the mass and filament planes are maximized for observations along the planes, i.e. perpendicular to the normal vectorsnmass,n fil , as expected.
with special cluster directions as seen in Fig. 10 . The largest fraction of clusters with correlations > 0.20 occurs with the long axis.
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To summarize this section, each cluster's line of sight mass scatter variations and correlations were analyzed and 17 Correlations with the cluster long axis and external filaments or nearby clusters, both possible causes of mass scatters, have been seen in many other works too, e.g. van de Weygaert & Bertschinger (1996) Table 3 . The median of correlation coefficients between the fraction of the line of sight mass scatter covariance in eachP C i,M direction and | cos θ obs |. The average is shown in the parenthesis. The full distribution is shown in Fig. 9 . Figure 10 . Correlations of i (a α i ) 2 /λ i,M (the weighted scatter of M α obs ) with angle between line of sight and various cluster axes, as described in the text and in Fig. 9 . Vertical lines are at average value.
characterized separately using PCA. Both similarities (similar large scatter directions) and differences (raw size of scatter, amount of variation with line of sight) were found. The scatter was usually dominated (large λ0,M / λ) by one combination of mass scatters, which also tended to become an increasing component of the total mass scatter as the angle of observation became more aligned along the cluster's long axis.
CLUSTER TO CLUSTER VARIATIONS
Now we turn to line-of-sight independent properties, PCA related or otherwise. The scatters of each cluster are also characterized by several numbers, i.e. scalars, which are not dependent upon the line of sight of observation (e.g. λ0).
Here we take some characteristic mass scatter scalars for each cluster and compare them with other cluster properties, intrinsic to the cluster or due to its environment, combining to give 24 quantities in total. We make use of several quantities obtained previously (WCS; Noh & Cohn (2011); Cohn (2011) ) for this simulation and described in §2.3. We use correlations rather than covariances, to take out the dimensional dependence. After considering properties of the pairwise correlations in §4.2, we consider the full ensemble of correlations using PCA in §4.3.
Cluster quantities
For each cluster we consider the following (note that mass scatters are for M obs = Mest − Mest = Mest − Mave):
• ∆Mi ≡ (Mave,i − Mtrue)/Mtrue, observed average mass offsets for each of the five observables considered earlier: red galaxy richness, phase richness, SZ, velocity dispersions and weak lensing respectively. Note that these correlations are identical to those of Mave,i/Mtrue.
• | cos θ0,minsq |, i.e. |P C0,M ·P C0,M,minsq |, the angle between the largest mass scatter direction for each cluster, P C0,M , and the directionP C0,M,minsq , given in Table 2 , which minimizes the dot product withP C0,M for all the clusters.
• λ, the sum of the cluster's mass scatters in §3.2. • λ, the product of the cluster's scatters in §3.2. • λ 0,M λ fraction of total (mass scatter) variance along direction of largest variance in §3.2.
• λ1,M , variance along the direction with second largest mass scatter variance in §3.2.
• λ4,M , variance along the direction with smallest mass scatter variance in §3.2.
•
, triaxiality, where the l1, l2, l3 are the axes of cluster, calculated using the dark matter particles in the FoF halo.
• S = l 3 l 1 (l1 > l2 > l3), sphericity.
• fM fplane , the fractional connected filamentary mass in the local plane around clusters defined in §2.3.
• fM hplane , the fractional halo mass in the local plane around clusters, see §2.3.
• M sphere , the mass in halos above 5 × 10 13 h −1 M⊙ within a 10 h −1 M pc radius sphere of the cluster. We used the sum of large halo masses in a 10 h −1 M pc radius sphere around the central cluster rather than the total mass because the former is already known to be correlated with the mass of the central halo (e.g., Noh & Cohn (2011) ).
• Mtrue, the cluster (FoF b = 0.168) mass (also called M ).
• fR sub , the fractional richness of the largest galaxy subgroup (see §2.3).
• fD sub , the ratio of the distance to the largest galaxy subgroup in the cluster to the length of the longest cluster axis (see §2.3).
• cvir, the concentration (not scatter from mean concentration of a given mass), from fitting all of the Friends of Friends halo particles to an NFW (Navarro, Frenk & White 1997) profile. This was found to be very important in the previous studies (Jeeson-Daniel et al. 2011; Skibba & Maccio 2011; Einasto et al. 2011 ) inspiring this work.
• t1:3, the time of most recent ≥1:3 merger (often taken as the threshold for a merger-driven starbust)
• t1:10, the time of most recent ≥1:10 merger (often taken as a threshold for merger-driven AGN feeding)
• x off , the distance between the central galaxy position and the average of the galaxy positions. This is similar to the "relaxedness" considered by Skibba & Maccio (2011) , but in that case they use the offset between the most bound particle and the halo center of mass. We also considered scaling by M 1/3 , the results did not change significantly.
• cos θ∆,0, the cosine of the angle betweenP C0 and Mave, i.e., the largest mass scatter direction vs. the average mass offset direction.
We thus have a space of dimension N method = 24 for the correlation and PCA analysis below. Several of these quantities might be expected to be related. For instance, sphericity and triaxiality both characterize departures from perfect spheres, but triaxiality measures prolateness and oblateness while sphericity is sensitive to flatness. Similarly the sum and product of the eigenvalues probe the size of the largest eigenvalue and in principle how the largest and smallest eigenvalue change together, respectively. A priori, it isn't clear which of our large set of quantities have the strongest or most illuminating relations to each other, so we start with a large set. Properties in the list are grouped by type: offsets of cluster average mass measurements from their true mass ("∆M ", defined in §4.1), PCA related scalars for each cluster from §3.2 ("λM "), cluster environment or shape ("phys1"), cluster history ("phys2"), and | cos θ∆,0|. Relations between measurements of the same sort (e.g. concentration and time of last merger, etc.) can be seen in the diagonal boxes. The off-diagonal boxes thus correlate different sorts of cluster properties. We concentrate on these. The first thing to notice is that many large correlations are visible. We start with correlations with ∆ M , each cluster's five average fractional mass measurement offsets, corresponding to the five measurement methods. The different components of ∆ M often have similar correlations with other quantities. In particular, they are all strongly correlated with sphericity, most are anticorrelated with triaxiality and all are anticorrelated with the offset of the average galaxy position. All but the weak lensing mass offset are also correlated with the smallest mass variance λ4,M , that is, when the average mass offsets ∆Mi are large, the variance in the direction of minimum scatter around the average measured value tends to be large as well: the line of sight averaged scatter often is increasing for clusters with larger mass scatters around these averages. There is also a trend of these average mass offsets being anticorrelated with signatures of relaxedness (fractional richness The horizontal and vertical lines distinguish the types of cluster properties. ∆M labels the five components of ∆ M . λ M refers to measurements for that cluster's mass scatter correlations. "phys1" refers to cluster properties which are environmental or shape related. "phys2" refers to cluster properties more related to substructure or merging (concentration, distance to largest substructure, etc.), λ 0 refers to dot product or correlation withP C 0,M . Only half of the correlations are shown, as they are symmetric across the diagonal axis.
Correlations
of the largest subgroup, offset of the average galaxy position relative to the galaxy center, etc.).
Turning to other correlations with the mass scatter variances, an increase in the mass in halos around the cluster tends to be accompanied by an increase many of the measures of mass scatter, i.e. properties associated with the λi,M . This might indicate the presence of a supercluster. The size of the smallest mass scatter variance λ4,M also seems to increase with increasing fractional halo mass in the plane of the cluster, fM hplane .
Lastly, triaxiality is correlated with indicators of substructure, (the offset of the galaxy average position from the central galaxy and the fractional richness of the largest galaxy subgroup), while in contrast sphericity is anticorrelated with these, as well with the fractional distance of the Correlation coefficients between the cluster properties listed in §4.1 and their projection on the first four principal components. Horizontal dotted lines at ±0.4 are to guide the eye to larger positive or negative correlations. The top box is forP C 0 , the second is forP C 1 and so on; the expansion of theP C i vectors is given by these correlations divided by the λ i eigenvalues, 5.23, 3.0, 2.07, 1.94 respectively forP C 0 ,P C 1 ,P C 2 ,P C 3 .
largest galaxy subgroup from the cluster center. Physically, one might expect a rich subgroup in the cluster to lie along the long axis of the cluster (e.g. coming from a filament feeding matter into the cluster) and be correlated with a lengthened (more triaxial) cluster as a result.
PCA
By using PCA on these pairwise correlations, more general groupings can be investigated. This application of PCA to our sample is an extension of PCA of several cluster properties studied by Jeeson-Daniel et al. (2011); Skibba & Maccio (2011) and by Einasto et al. (2011) for superclusters, which inspired this study. 10 h −1 M⊙, and also found halo concentration to be important for clusters, as well as halo mass and degree of relaxedness.
18 Our sample is closest to the high mass tail of these samples.
18 For superclusters in SDSS DR7, Einasto et al. (2011) considered weighted luminosity, volume, diameter, density of the highest density peak of galaxies and the number of galaxies, as well as shape parameters, and used the two largestP C i to find scaling relations. They divided up the sample into two sets of superclusters based upon where they lay in the planes spanned by pairs of P C 0 ,P C 1 ,P C 2 .
The 24 PC eigenvalues 19 are λi/ λ=(0.22, 0.12, 0.09, 0.08, 0.07, 0.05 (3 times), 0.04, 0.03 (4 times), 0.02 (3 times), 0.01 (6 times), < 0.005 (2 times)). Unlike the case of mass scatter, where λ0,M is relatively large, (on average λ1,M /λ0,M < 0.4), here λ1/λ0 ∼ 0.6, and (λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4) = (5.23, 3.00, 2.07, 1.95), fairly close to each other. This makes interpretation less straightforward. However, subsets of properties with strong correlations with individualP Ci may indicate these properties change together. To better identify relations, one can take these subsets and do PCA on the correlations within this subset alone. An example is given below. The expansion coefficients of theP Ci for the different measured quantities, the βi in Eq. 1, are given by the correlations divided by the eigenvalues. (For example, the expansion coefficients of theP C0 in the order listed in §4.1 are (0.19, 0.26, 0.34, 0.35, 0.30, 0.03, 0.23, 0.16, 0.06, 0.19, 0.22, -0.20, 0.35, 0.09, 0.10, 0.11, -0.11, -0.22, -0.14, 0.05, -0.06, -0.03, -0.33, -0.12) .)
The strongest correlation is between the velocity dispersion mass offset ∆M Vel andP C0 (∼0.8), 9 other properties have correlations with absolute value above or equal to 0.7 with at least one of theP Ci (i ≤ 6). Considering smaller correlations, 21/24 of the properties have at least one correlation of absolute value ≥ 0.5 with one of theP Ci, i ≤ 11, and all properties have at least one correlation ≥ 0.4 with at least oneP Ci. The correlations of the first four principal component vectors with the 24 properties are shown in Fig. 12 . Lines are drawn at ±0.4 to guide the eye to the larger correlations. The sign of the correlations with the eigenvectors depends upon the overall sign of the eigenvectors, which is arbitrary, but the relative signs of the correlations of the different properties with each eigenvector are not arbitrary.
We begin withP C0, the direction of largest variation. The ∆Mi's, the sum of the mass scatter variances λ, the individual mass scatter variances λ1,M , λ4,M and sphericity S all have large correlations (≥ 0.4) with their projections ontoP C0. These correlations are in the opposite sense of those of T , fR sub and x of f (these latter three might indicate less relaxed halos). A relation between large triaxiality and an increased offset in the average galaxy position or the presence a rich subgroup is somewhat intuitive, but the sign of the relation to the average mass measured for the cluster is surprising. One interpretation of the relation between ∆Mi and T seen both here and in the correlations is that clusters which are more triaxial have fewer lines of sight along the elongated and presumably large measured mass direction, so that fewer lines of sight result in a large Mest/Mtrue − 1. See also related discussion in Rasia et al. (2012) .
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To go further, we considered the subset of properties which correlate strongly withP C0 (∆Mi,S,T , fR sub ,x of f , λ, λ1,M ,λ4,M ) and applied PCA to their intercorrelations. The trends withP C0 for these quantities appear with the directionP C 0,subset as well. In this case, 19 Some of the previous analyses consider logarithms of the scalar quantities, we redid the analysis taking logarithms of λ, λ,
found very similar results for correlations with the first 2P C i as below, forP C 2 , correlations roughly increased for the merger related quantities, and decreased for the M sphere and plane environment quantities. 20 We thank E. Rasia for discussions about this.
however, λ 0,subset is relatively larger, λ 0,subset / λ = 0.39. To help in understanding, we took three groups of properties (1) ∆Mi (except ∆MWL); (2) the mass scatter measures λ, λ1,M , λ4,M ; and (3) T ,fR Sub ,x of f , S, ∆MWL. The properties in (1) and (2) have large same sign correlations withP C0. For (3), sphericity S and average weak lensing mass offset ∆MWL have this sign correlation as well, while T , fR Sub ,x of f have the opposite sign. These three groups (roughly) can be seen in correlations withP C 1,subset (0.17 of the sum of eigenvalues), but in this case the relative behavior between properties in (2) and (3) reverses (i.e. increased mass scatter now has the opposite correlation withP C1 as increased sphericity does), and changes in (1) all have correlations < 0.07 withP C 1,subset . (Note that the general orthogonality of theP Ci means relations between properties, i.e. relative sizes and signs of correlations, do have to change from from oneP Ci vector to another.) The correlation strengths change as well, going fromP C0 toP C1, increasing for (2) and decreasing (below 0.4) for (3). Considering the trends in broad brush, for a given cluster, large measured average (over lines of sight) mass offsets from true mass, aside from weak lensing, seem to tend to come with high sphericity and large mass measurement scatters, and low triaxiality, fR sub , x of f . That is, when a cluster's mass offsets are very large, there is a tendency for the vector of all its properties to be lying far alongP C 0,subset , implying trends for the other properties. When average mass offsets (besides ∆MWL) are small, it is not clear whether a given cluster's variations are lying alongP C 0,subset or P C 1,subset or some other direction. As the relation between large sphericity (and small triaxiality, fR sub , x of f ), i.e., (3), and the size of mass measurement scatters, i.e., (2), reverses between these two PCA vectors, small mass offsets makes it difficult to estimate the relation between them (i.e., between (2) and (3)).
Continuing with the full set of 24 properties, and considering correlations withP C1, the large sphericity/small triaxiality, (relatively) small richness in biggest subgroup, (relatively) small distance of largest subgroup from center and small offset of average galaxy positions with central galaxy position relation trends are also seen, but more weakly. Fluctuations in the direction ofP C1 have an increase in |P C0,M ·P C0,M,minsq | tied to a decrease in overall mass scatter ( λ, λ, λ1,M , λ4,M ) and a decrease in mass in nearby large halos M sphere . This last perhaps indicates that the alignment ofP C0,M is better, and the mass scatter smaller, when the cluster is not in a supercluster. Low concentration and relative distance of the largest subgroup from the cluster center are accompanied by earlier major mergers for variations in the direction ofP C2. The fraction of mass in the filament and mass planes seem to change together for changes alongP C3, along with the amount of mass in nearby large halos. Again, these last 3 properties can be studied alone via PCA. In this case the associated λ 0,subset / λ = 0.65. Note this is a different subset of PC vectors than considered earlier, and corresponds to all three quantities, normalized by covariance, changing by about the same amount with the same sign. This may imply that clusters which are in a richer environment, that is, with more nearby halos, may have the mass around them distributed in a more planar shape.
We experimented with a larger set of properties than shown here, including for example the quantities shown in the first column of Fig. 9 for each cluster, i.e. the correlations with projections onP C0,M and physical directions. In this case the correlations withP C0 for the other quantities remained essentially as shown in the top line of Fig. 12 but theP C0,M -long axis projections and theP C0,M -direction of largest subgroup projections had large correlations witĥ P C0 in the same sense as T , cluster triaxiality.
AN ENSEMBLE OF CLUSTERS
The previous sections considered cluster directional mass scatters and variations in properties, cluster to cluster. One can also consider the joint ensemble of mass measurements of all the simulated clusters and all their lines of sight, for all five methods. A comparison is interesting between the PC vectors of the individual clusters, for many lines of sight, and those for all the clusters together.
Trends for all clusters considered together
We take the union of the estimated masses of all clusters and all lines of sight (aside from those discarded as discussed in §2) and repeat the analysis of §3. Now M obs /Mtrue = Mest/Mtrue− Mest/Mtrue . The average Mest/Mtrue is over all clusters and lines of sight, and for our case is within a few percent of 1. The resulting covariance matrix for these mass scatters is shown in Table 4 . The covariances for the combined sample are larger than the averages for individual clusters, the latter are shown in Table 4 in parentheses for comparison, and were plotted individually in Fig. 5 . The increased scatter is not unexpected as it is a combination of scatters from objects which are all themselves scattered around different central values. The corresponding PC eigenvalues are λ i,M,total =(0.31, 0.18, 0.094, 0.061, 0.022). The direction of largest scatter has λ 0,M,total / λ ∼0.47, compared to the average of 0.66 for individual clusters shown in Fig. 6 . The total mass scatter variance λ = 0.67, which is relatively high compared to the average for individual clusters; the product λ is also relatively larger (7×10 −6 ), as to be expected from the increased covariances in Table 4 . 21 The directions of largest scatters are similar to those for the clusters considered separately (Table  2) Fig. 8 . The correlations are fairly large for the otherP Ci components, but these by definition contribute less to the total mass scatter.P C 0,M,total and ∆ M are 23
• apart, similar to their counterparts for the individual clusters. Again, just as for individual clusters, the closer one is to the long axis of the cluster, the larger the 21 For the 70 clusters with mass ≥ 2 × 10 14 h −1 M ⊙ , the total scatter λ goes down (to 0.44 from 0.67 for the sample with M ≥ 10 14 h −1 M ⊙ ), and the direction of theP C 0,M,total slightly rotates as seen in Table 2 . The fraction of variance in λ 0,M increases, i.e. the direction of the largest scatter has more of the scatter. Table 4 . Covariance matrix for full set of measurements M obs /Mtrue, for all clusters, and, in parentheses, the average of the individual cluster covariances in Fig. 4 . The median values for the the individual cluster covariances tend to be smaller than the average values. The covariances for the full sample tend to be larger than the averages cluster to cluster.
fraction of scatter due toP C 0,M,total (∼0.4 correlated, see, e.g. Fig. 9 for the individual cluster distribution). The next leading correlations ofP C 0,M,total are with the position of the largest subgroup and the direction perpendicular to the cluster's dominant filamentary plane or mass plane. These trends were very close to those found for clusters individually. These relations are still however based on the estimated mass as a function of true mass, and thus not immediately applicable to observational samples, as we now discuss.
Future extensions to observational samples
One can also consider using some variant of our PCA analysis for an observational sample, which would have some range of true cluster masses and some observations, as we do in our box. However, our implementation of PCA doesn't directly carry over, and our measurement sample in hand is not appropriate. We discuss these limitations and possible ways forward here.
Observations are concerned with Mtrue as a function of estimated mass, Mtrue(Mest). An observer does not have Mtrue. We have instead been calculating Mest(Mtrue) and in addition dividing by Mtrue. Applying PCA in a way useful to observations (so that one can take 5 methods to measure mass of one cluster and compare to the PC vectors calculated in simulation) requires PC vectors calculated, from simulation, for a representative range of Mest and Mtrue, and a proxy for the unobservable Mtrue.
22 As a proxy for Mtrue, one possibility is the likelihood mass. This would come from simulations, which are already required to calibrate covariances and offsets. Another possible mass proxy uses the principal component vectors directly, in principle encoding similar information. That is, one has from the definition of PC vectors,
The quantities aside from Mtrue are either measured , e.g., M α est , or calculated from simulations, e.g., Mest/Mtrue ,P Ci,M . In particular, we havê
22 Using no proxy for Mtrue, i.e. doing PCA on Mest alone, differently weights the scatter of high and low mass clusters. In our sample, caveats below, most of the scatter then corresponds to all mass estimates increasing or decreasing together in equal amounts. Projections on this combination of mass scatters are weakly correlated with observations along the long axis of the cluster, and less correlated with other directions.
but the variance of a4 is given by λ 4,M,total . If λ 4,M,total is very small then we can try the approximation a4 ∼ 0 , so that projecting onP C 4,M,total gives the approximation
The general use of this approach depends upon the size of λ 4,M,total for the system; the smaller λ 4,M,total is, the better it appears this approximation should work. As there tend to be some minus signs inP C4, some catastrophic failures will occur where M4 ≪ Mest,i, for all i. However, the relevance of testing these possible Mtrue proxies on our sample seems limited. In particular, the P (Mest|Mtrue) for our sample (all M ≥ 10 14 h −1 M⊙ halos observed along ∼ 96 lines of sight each) is not representative of any expected observed sample, nor is our P (Mtrue), which is required for likelihoods. Observing our few high mass clusters along many lines of sight is not a good approximation to observing many clusters along one line of sight: the few high mass clusters observed along many lines of sight in particular do not well sample the realistic population of high mass clusters. There are no clusters appearing fewer than ∼ 96 times; in particular, rare high mass clusters which would be expected from the number of lower mass clusters "present" are missing. Halos with the same Mest (the only observable) but a lower Mtrue will also occur in an observational sample, and might contribute differently to the scatter as well. It would also be important to include the neglected, in our simulation, line of sight larger scale scatter for SZ and weak lensing and the systematics mentioned above. These would be very interesting directions to pursue in future work.
In summary, in this section we considered all the clusters in the box, along all lines of sight, to see how clusterto-cluster variation altered mass scatter relations found in earlier sections for individual clusters; the trends remained but changed in strength. In particular, the dominant mass scatter combination, similar in form to that for many of the individual clusters, still seems to be more prevalent when looking down the long axis of the cluster or perpendicular to the mass or filament plane of the cluster. In the second subsection, we mentioned two possible methods for extending our analysis which do not require prior knowledge of 23 An extreme and unphysical limit of this case would be if one measurement method had tiny scatter and no correlation with the other measurement methods. In this caseP C 4,M,total would be proportional to a measurement via this one method, and the last equation would basically give that the estimated mass in this method is the true mass; up to any overall biases that might exist, an unbiased mass estimator would make the denominator 1.
Mtrue, replacing it with the likelihood mass or a mass derived fromP C4. These would be interesting to apply to an observational sample, but would need a very closely matched simulation. It would be interesting to see if the resulting PC vectors and projections on them by estimated mass measurement methods have correlations with cluster orientation or perhaps Mproxy/Mtrue.
OUTLIERS
We have focussed on general trends above, but not all clusters (or all lines of sight) fell on the general trends. We searched for properties of outliers or tails in the distributions of the various quantities related to λi,M , outliers in average cluster measured mass vs. true cluster mass, clusters with different maximum or minimum covariance mass measurement method pairs than the majority of clusters, and clusters whereP C0,M had at least one opposite sign coefficient with absolute value ≥ 0.1 (i.e. largest direction of scatter not corresponding to all mass scatters increasing together, mentioned earlier).
The various outliers did not seem to follow any pattern. Some outliers were common to a cluster, e.g. sometimes a large λ4,M outlier occurred with a large λ, as might be expected, as λ4,M is the smallest of the λi,M . Some of the clusters which hadP C0,M not aligned with the most likelŷ P C0,M,minsq had much larger contributions to mass scatter from Compton decrement than the average cluster, often due to close massive halos, and λ0,M / λ tending to be smaller than for the usual cluster. The clusters having different correlations of lines-of-sight properties with mass measurement methods don't seem to have a clear relation to the outliers in mass scatter properties.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The scatters between estimated and true cluster masses, for different observational methods, are often correlated. Understanding these correlations is becoming more and more important as reliance on multiwavelength measurements increases. For instance, correlations and covariances in scatters affect both error estimates in multiple measurements of individual clusters and produce a bias in measurements of stacked objects (see Rykoff et al. (2008) ; Stanek et al. (2010) ; White, Cohn & Smit (2010) ; Angulo et al. (2012) for detailed discussion). (Using the full covariance matrices has been done in some cluster analyses, e.g. by Rozo et al. (2009); Mantz et al. (2010) ; Benson et al. (2011) .) We characterized the scatter and correlations of clusters in two ways.
We started by considering clusters individually to identify mass scatter properties due to line of sight effects for 243 clusters in an N-body simulation, each along ∼ 96 lines of sight. We used five observational mass proxies: red galaxy richness, phase space galaxy richness, Sunyaev-Zel'dovich flux, velocity dispersions and weak lensing. It would also be very interesting to include X-ray observation as well, but our attempt at a proxy, based on assigning fractional Xray flux to cluster galaxy subgroups, was not illuminating. These are employed to find cluster masses in current and upcoming large scale cluster surveys.
For each cluster, we characterized the "shape" and "volume" of the mass scatters of Mest calculated as a function of Mtrue, using PCA, or Principal Component Analysis, to obtain a set of non-covariant measurements. Most clusters had one combination of observational mass scatters contributing the majority of the mass scatter, and this combination was similar for many of the clusters, i.e. they had a similar largest principal componentP C0,M . This scatter combination was a larger fraction of the total line of sight mass scatter when the cluster was observed along the long axis of the cluster. Weaker relations with observations along other cluster intrinsic and environmental axes were seen. Identifying the long axis of course requires the clusters to have non-spherical shapes. In our case the cluster member dark matter particles were determined using the FoF finder with linking length b = 0.168.
Individual cluster mass scatter properties due to line of sight effects were then compared to several intrinsic and environmental cluster properties, including triaxiality, planarity of filament or halo mass in the immediate neighborhood of the cluster and relative richness of largest galaxy subgroup within the cluster. For example, pairwise correlations, and their combined effects using PCA, showed that clusters with average mass measurements (over lines of sight) which are large tend to also have large mass scatter around their average, relatively high sphericity and small triaxiality, richness in the largest subgroup, and offset of the galaxy position average from the cluster center. Relations were also seen for other quantities such as concentration, recent major merger time and fraction of halo mass near the cluster within a 3 h −1 M pc plane. Finally, instead of considering each cluster individually, we considered the sample of all clusters and all lines of sight together, and found that most of the trends for the analysis of Mest/Mtrue remained, albeit at different strengths. The projection on the direction of largest scatter was more weakly correlated with the observation angle relative to the cluster long axis.
It is interesting to think about applying these methods directly to observation. One would need more information, in particular estimates of Mtrue(Mest), rather than the opposite which we have here. This requires calibrations from simulations which better sample an expected observational sample at the high mass end, and which also include estimated masses from lower mass halos (as well as faithfully reproducing the observational systematics and selection function). Such a simulation would provide correlations and covariances and predicted likelihood masses M like (and a variant, M4 considered above, based on a narrow direction of scatter in our sample). PCA could then be applied to Mest/M like or Mest/M4, rather than Mest/Mtrue as we did here. It would be interesting to see if these PC vectors also had relations to cluster orientation such as we found, or perhaps other quantities such as M like /Mtrue. They might also give some idea of which follow up mass measurement methods would together provide the most constraining power. One could for example identify the measurement method with potentially the least covariance with measurements already in hand. More generally one could design a combination of measurement methods with smaller covariant scatter (and hopefully smaller scatter as well) using calculated PC vectors as a guide, if the simulations are faithful enough. It is a major challenge to accurately capture the systematics and selection function of observational surveys with numerical simulations. Another technical issue is to improve estimates of the correlations and covariances, so that sets of inconsistent measurements can be more easily recognized. It would be very interesting to do such analyses on a larger box, and/or with other measurement methods.
